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AD 30TH ERA (1451 – 1500 AD): 30TH SIGN CASSEIOPIA “FREE WOMAN: QUEEN OF HEAVEN”
STAR PROPHECY

The bright star near the left breast is Shedar:
“The Freed”. Cassiopeia is a Free Woman.
The star Caph: “The Branch” comes from the
Hebrew word used in the Bible to describe the
branches used to make booths in the feast of
Succoth (Lev 23:40-41). Cassiopeia is holding a
branch in her right hand (beginning of dynasty?)
In the picture (to the left) the feet are at the top
left and the head is at the bottom right. The
ancient Dendera pictured her as “A Gazelle” lying
beside Cephus. The gazelle is a ‘clean’ animal
related to sheep and is a symbol of freedom,
gentleness, and everlasting love (Songs 2:9, 17).
The Arabs called her “The Enthroned” and other
ancients called her “The Daughter of Splendor”.
Cassiopeia is a Queen. She is the Queen of
Heaven which the Israelites worshipped:
Jeremiah condemned this bitterly (Jer. 7 v 18)
In star prophecy of secular history Casseiopeia is
a Queen of a Great Empire such as Spain. (Spirit
of Tyre removed from Constantinople to Madrid).

HISTORICAL EVENTS

The minds & hearts of Europeans are finally beginning
to open to the beauty & grace of God. The veils
which closed the eyes are pulled back to new visions.
1451 AD Isabella of Castille is born: virtuous & wise
1452 AD Guttenburg Bible begins printing. The
people can read the Bible: the Word of God spreads.
1453 AD Constantinople falls to Sultan Mehmed II:
Byzantine Empire is ended: walls of ‘Tyre’ breached
1469 AD Ferdinand & Isabella are married
1471 AD Portuguese ships reach Gold Coast of Africa
1474 AD Isabella crowned Queen of Castille
1479 AD Beginning of the Kingdom of Spain
1485 AD Tudor Dynasty wins the War of the Roses
1488 AD Barth. Diaz rounds Cape of Good Hope
1491-92 AD Siege of Grenada: Jews kicked off Spain
1492 AD Columbus claims New World for Spain
1498 AD Columbus discovers South America
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